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RESUMO 

A importância do arrasto hidrodinâmico, no quadro do complexo de factores 

biomecânicos que constrangem a capacidade de rendimento de nadador é, 

naturalmente, reconhecida pela generalidade da comunidade científica ligada à 

natação, uma vez que um pequeno decréscimo nos valores do arrasto (D) pode 

levar a melhorias significativas da performance do nadador. Desta forma adquire 

grande relevância a evolução tecnológica que os fatos de banho sofreram nos 

anos recentes e que são aclamados pelos fabricantes como potenciais redutores 

do D.  

O objectivo do presente estudo prende-se com a comparação de três diferentes 

fatos de banho de competição no que diz respeito à compressão que estes 

aplicam sobre o corpo de uma nadadora de elite. A análise das medidas 

antropométricas (circunferências) foi realizada através de quatro scanners 

tridimensionais (3D). Os três primeiros scanners foram realizados com os três 

diferentes fatos de banho, o Jaked01, o Speedo LZR, e o BlueSeventy. O quarto 

scanner foi realizado com a nadadora em roupa interior de forma a comparar os 

resultados com os encontrados quando a nadadora tinha os diferentes fatos de 

banho vestidos. As circunferências foram medidas e analisadas em cinco partes 

do corpo, os gémeos, a coxa, a anca, a barriga e o peito nos diferentes 

scanners, recorrendo ao software Rinhoceros 4.0, um programa de design 3D. 

Em três das cinco partes do corpo analisadas o fato de banho LZR apresenta 

maior percentagem de compressão (1,6% nos gémeos, 3,2% na coxa e 2,3% no 

abdómen). O fato de banho BlueSeventy apresenta maior percentagem de 

compressão na zona da anca (2,0%) e do peito (3,2%) e o Jaked01 não aplica 

compressão expressiva ao longo do corpo. De uma forma geral os três fatos de 

banho comprimem o corpo da nadadora, sendo o LZR o que exerce maior 

compressão global (2,4%), depois o BlueSeventy (1,4%) e, por último, o Jaked01 

(0,3%). PALAVRAS-CHAVE: FATOS DE BANHO, COMPRESSÃO, 

ANTROPOMETRIA, SCANNER TRIDIMENSIONAL, PERFORMANCE, 

ARRASTO HIDRODINÂMICO. 
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ABSTRACT 

Oliveira, S. (2009). Measurement of compression in different last generation 

swimsuits using three-dimensional body scanner. Undergraduate Thesis 

submitted to the Faculty of Sport, University of Porto. 

Purpose: To analyze and compare how swimsuits perform compression along 

the body of one elite female swimmer, using a three-dimensional body scanner. 

Methods: The analysis of anthropometric measurements (circles) was performed 

through four-dimensional scanners. The first three scanners were performed with 

three different swimsuits, the Jaked01, the Speedo LZR Tracer, and 

BlueSeventy. The fourth scanner was performed with the swimmer in underwear 

clothe in order to compare the results with the swimmer wearing the different 

swimsuits. A total of 34 circumferences were analyzed along five regions of the 

body, the twins, thigh, hip, belly and chest in the different scanners. 

Conclusions: In three of the five parts of the body analyzed the LZR swimsuit 

showed a higher percentage of compression (1.6% calf, thigh 3.2% and 2.3% in 

the belly). The BlueSeventy swimsuit has a higher percentage compression in 

the hip area (2.0%) and breast (3.2%) and Jaked01 do not apply any significant 

compression along the body. In general the three swimsuits compress the 

swimmer's body, the LZR has the highest percentage of compression (2.4%), 

then BlueSeventy (1.4%) and finally the Jaked01 (0.3 %). 

 

 

 

KEY-WORDS: SWIMSUIT, COMPRESSION, ANTHRPOMETRY, 
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Résumé 

Objectif: analyser et comparer la façon des maillots compressai le corps au long 

du d'un nageur d'élite, en utilisant un scanner en trois dimensions du corps. 

Méthodes: L'analyse des mesures anthropométriques (cercles) a été réalisée en 

effectuant quatre scanners à trois dimensions. Les trois premiers scanners ont 

été réalisés avec trois maillots différents, le Jaked01, le Speedo LZR Tracer, et le 

BlueSeventy. Le quatrième scanner a été effectué avec la nageuse en sous-

vêtements afin de pouvoir comparer les résultats avec la nageuse avec les 

différents maillots de bain. Un total de 34 circonférences ont été analysés selon 

cinq régions du corps, les jumeaux, les cuisses, les hanches, le ventre et la 

poitrine dans les différents scanners. 

Conclusions: Dans trois des cinq parties du corps analysés le maillot LZR à 

présentés un pourcentage de compression plus élevé (1,6% du mollet, la cuisse 

de 3,2% et 2,3% dans le ventre). Le maillot de bain BlueSeventy a une 

compression plus élevé en pourcentage de la région de la hanche (2,0%) et du 

sein (3,2%) et Jaked01 nè applique pas de compression le long du corps. En 

général, les trois maillots de bain comprimer le corps du nageur, la LZR a le 

pourcentage le plus élevé de compression (2,4%), puis BlueSeventy (1,4%) et 

enfin l'Jaked01 (0,3%). 

 

 

MOTS-CLES: MAILLOT DE BAIN, COMPRESSION, 

ANTHROPOMETRIE, PERFORMANCE, TRAINEE HYDRODYNAMIQUE, 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
 

Nowadays it is possible to perceive that at world level competition, world records 

continue to be beaten, some times by a very small margin, other times, even 

when it seems impossible to be achieved, are beaten by a large difference. Thirty 

years ago Nelson & Pike (1978) justified World Records as a result of combined 

action of factors including an increase in the number of participants, better 

nutrition, innovative training methods, and improved techniques.  

Nowadays other factors justified these records. The technological advances with 

regard to sports facilities, such as the quality of lane lines, quality of start blocks, 

good goggles and evolution in coaching techniques made swimmers achieve 

higher performances (Luebbers, 2009). According to this, swimsuits started to be 

the biggest concern in competition.  

During 2008, manufactures of swimsuits like Speedo, Adidas, BlueSeventy, 

Arena and Jaked introduced suits covered in polyurethane. To better understand 

this issue it should be noted that at the Beijing Olympics 2008, 23 of the 25 world 

records were broken by swimmers wearing the new design swimsuits and by the 

end of the year 108 new world marks had been set by those wearing these suits 

(BBC, 2009). During 2009, more 43 World Records fall at the World Swimming 

Championship (Velasco, 2009). Comparing this number with the 111 World 

Records broken from 1973 to 2009 (36 years) it is a big difference.  

In Jackson (2009) opinion, it is widely acknowledged that the records were being 

broken due to swimsuit technology rather than swimming techniques, the 

swimsuits give a bigger advantage than the best performance-enhancing drugs 

(Jackson, 2009). Technological advances regarding swimming hydrodynamics 

have been the subject of some studies,( for detailed analyses see Starling et al., 

1995; Toussain et al., 2001; Toussaint et al., 2002; Roberts et al., 2003; 

Mollendorf et al., 2004; Pendergast et al., 2006; Rogowski et al., 2006; Smith et 

al., 2007; Chatard et al., 2008).  
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Optimization of swimming velocity involves the interaction of propulsive and 

resistive forces. Understanding the relationship between human morphology and 

hydrodynamic resistances enable coaches to modify swimming stroke mechanics 

to improve performance (Benjanuvatra et al., 2001).  

The concerns about compression are claimed by every manufacture of 

swimsuits, but it has never been studied in competition swimsuits. Some studies 

about compression were made with athletic garments (Berry & McMurray, 1987; 

Kraemer et al., 1998; Doan et al., 2003; Bringard et al., 2006; Higgins et al., 

2009) concluding that compression garments could enhance the athlete 

performances. 

To analyze the compression in swimsuits it is necessary to measure the 

differences between a body with no applied compression (with underwear clothe) 

with the same body with a swimsuit on, to see how and where the body changes 

its forms and dimensions. This could be measure using a measuring tape or 

using a most recent method to analyze anthropometric measures in the body, the 

three-dimensional (3D) body scanner. With the 3D scanner it is possible to 

measure a large number of locations on the human body (Simmons et al., 2003) 

with accuracy and speed, allowing us to take assertive measurements (Lerch et 

al., 2007). 

The purpose of this study is to verify the effect of compression that some of these 

swimsuits perform in the body of the swimmer, changing the body shape and 

volume influencing the hydrodynamics and reducing the drag during swimming
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2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

2.1. Hydrodynamic Drag 

Assessing the influence of the sports equipment, the characteristics of the 

swimmer’s surface and the shape of the human body in the intensity of the drag 

force (D) opposed to the direction of swimming, are since a long time a subject of 

interest of researchers and coaches, in order to obtain better swimmer 

performances.  

In a way to develop methods to reduce D on swimsuits, it is necessary to properly 

understand and model the physics involved on swimming (Pendergast et al., 

2006). The resistive force, otherwise known as drag, acts opposite to the 

direction of motion of the body and is highly related to the flow conditions and the 

body characteristics (Naemi et al., 2009). D can be calculated using the following 

equation: 

D = ½ CD ߩ S v2    (1) 

 

Where ߩ is the density of water, CD is the drag coefficient, v is the 

velocity and S is the maximum cross sectional area of the body to the direction of 

force. The cross sectional area (S) perpendicular to the vector D is a key factor in 

the hydrodynamic drag, it is particularly important in the biomechanics of 

swimming, including the correction of swimming technique. In the case of 

hydrodynamic drag, S corresponds mostly to the area of projection of the body in 

the frontal plane (see fig. 1). 

Due to the complex nature of the D forces, a distinction between active drag (Da) 

and passive drag (Dp) has been made. The Dp that is measured when the body 

is in a fixed position and the Da that is measured while the body is in motion 

(Rushall et al., 1994). Likewise the term ‘Active drag’ is associated to the 
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swimming movement and the ‘passive drag’ refers to the hydrodynamic resistive 

force acting on a body that is not actively changing the orientation of the body 

segments (Naemi et al., 2009). 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the maximum cross sectional area of the swimmer 
in streamline ventral position, identified in its plan transverse to the direction of 
application of D, opposite to the direction of force application (adapted from Clarys, 
1979). 
 

In order to focus on the potential D reduction of a swimming suit, and to eliminate 

the effects of swimming technique, the Dp is a better method to study the effect 

of the swim suits (Mollendorf et al., 2004; Pendergast et al., 2006). 

Drag force can be subdivided in friction drag (DSF), pressure drag (DP) and wave 

drag (DW) (Rushall et al., 1994; Mollendorf et al., 2004;). Naemi (2009) mention 

the terms ‘skin drag’, ‘form drag’ and wave drag’ as alternative designations.   

 

2.1.1. Friction Drag 

Frictional resistance (DSF) or ‘skin drag’ is the contribution to the drag that exists 

due to the presence of a boundary layer (Naemi et al., 2009). According to the 

boundary layer theory, the flow around a body is divided into two regions, one 

close to the body surface and the other covering the volume beyond the region 

close to the body surface. The boundary layer is defined as that part of the flow 

adjacent to the body in which the effect of viscosity is not negligible. In this area 

the flow velocity at the surface of the body is considered to be zero due to a non-

slip condition. At increasing distances from the body surface the flow velocity 

relative to the body increases until it reaches the ‘free-stream’ velocity. 
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The free-stream velocity is also expressed relative to the moving body. In the 

case of a body gliding in a swimming pool, in which the water is initially 

stationary, the free-stream velocity can be regarded as the velocity of the 

swimmer. The location at which what occurs is known as ‘the boundary layer 

border’. Beyond this border, the flow is regarded as without friction, since the 

velocities of different layers of the flow are the same (Nakayama & Boucher, 

1998).  

Decreasing roughness to create a smoother surface decreases the amount of the 

frictional resistance for a gliding body (Naemi et al., 2009). Latex swimming caps, 

body shaving (Rushall et al., 1994) or wear a swimsuit that cover the torso 

(Starling et al., 1995) are believed to reduce the DSF by decreasing the surface 

roughness. Even an anisotropy associated with the water repellency of the 

surface fabric seemed to minimize DSF, particularly during the gliding phase of the 

butterfly stroke (Rogowski et al., 2006).  

In summary, the DSF is directly related to the wetted surface area of the swimmer 

and represents the component of D that is a result of friction when water passes 

over the body surface (Rushall et al., 1994). 

 

2.1.2. Pressure Drag 

Pressure drag (DP) or ‘form drag’ is the result of the differences between 

pressure at the leading and trailing edges of the body (Naemi et al., 2009). Thus, 

DP is related to the cross sectional body surface area of the swimmer in the 

direction of movement and comprises frontal and eddy resistance (Rushall et al., 

1994).  

Moving along the body, the fluid particles in the boundary layer are slowed down 

by the wall shear stress as a result of the skin friction (Pendergast et al., 2006). 

When the momentum of the fluid in the boundary layer is insufficient, the flow 

cannot follow the curve of the body and separates from the surface. Flow 

separation is caused by an adverse pressure gradient in conjunction with a 
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reduced velocity zone, called the boundary layer, caused by viscosity and the no-

slip condition of a solid surface (friction) (Pendergast et al., 2006). 

Boundary layer separation results in the formation of a relatively low-pressure 

region behind the body (Nakayama & Boucher, 1998). Separation of the flow 

from the body leads to the formation of large and small eddies at the downstream 

part of the body resulting in DP because the eddies exert less pressure on the 

body than the water in the upstream sections that has not yet separated from the 

body (Naemi et al., 2009). DP is created as a result of the pressure difference 

between the leading and trailing edges of body. The DP is equal to the amount of 

this pressure difference times the area to which the pressure is applied. Thus, in 

addition to the effect of flow separation on D, increasing the projected area to the 

flow increases the DP.  

Another phenomenon that affects the pressure distribution on a body near or 

penetrating the free surface of the water is ventilation. Ventilation is the process 

of air being sucked into a cavity behind the body from the free surface 

(Pendergast et al., 2006). 

Miyashita (1978) revealed that certain actions, like having the head above the 

water, turning the head to breath, lowering the legs, having legs and arms 

abducted and body rolling during the streamlined glide on the surface would 

increase the total D forces mainly due to an increase in the projected area.  

In addition to the anthropometric parameters, the shape and the contour of the 

body are important factors affecting the DP because they determine how the flow 

moves over the body (Nakayama & Boucher, 1998).  

 

2.1.3. Wave Drag 

The wave drag (DW) occurs when a body, with its different pressure points (head-

shoulders, gluteus region, and feet), cuts through the water surface and causes 

disturbance in potential flow and, boundary layer between water and air is 

subsequently curved (Clarys, 1979). 
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The DW only occurs when the body moves near to the water surface. A deeply 

immersed solid body towed horizontally does not generate surface waves and D 

is mainly due to DSF and DP. Viewed from a perspective moving with the body, 

the effect of the body is to force fluid to flow around it, distorting the flow near the 

body. In some regions, the distortion increases velocities and in others reduces 

velocities relative to the undisturbed flow, with the size of the velocity distortions 

decreasing with distance from the body (Naemi et al., 2009).  

When the body moves close the water's surface for the distorted flow to impinge 

on the surface the pressure changes, due to the Bernoulli effect, associated with 

the distortion, cause both depressions and elevations in the water's surface 

above the body. The closer the body is to the surface, the larger the depressions 

and elevations, leading to greater DW (Clarys, 1979).  

DW is an additional D experienced near the surface which is not present when 

deeply immersed, thus total D would be expected to increase as the body 

approaches the surface (Toussaint et al., 2002). DW is typically assumed 

independent of DSF and DP and thus the difference between the total D measured 

when towed near to or at the surface and the D when deeply immersed is an 

estimate of the D due to waves (Vennell et al., 2006).  

 

2.1.4. Relative contributions of Friction, Pressure and Wave Drag in 
Total Drag 

There has been utendups to assess the contributions of the DSF, DP and DW to 

the total D for the human body (Toussaint et al., 2002; Mollendorf et al., 2004; 

Bixler, Pease, & Fairhurst, 2007; Naemi et al., 2009).  

Recently, using Computational Fluid Dynamics analyses of a human body in a 

streamlined position at constant velocities, Bixler (2007) found that the skin 

friction corresponds to about one fourth of the total D when the swimmer is 

submerged to a depth where DW is negligible. The remaining D is the result of DP. 

In that study surface roughness was regarded as zero. For a real swimmer with 

some surface roughness the contribution of DSF to total D may increase (Naemi 
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et al., 2009). At a velocity of 2.5m.s-1 on the surface, the DW contributes to at 

least 40% of the total resistance, while at 2 m.s-1 and at a depth of 0.4 m the DW 

corresponds to only 15% of the total D (Vennell et al., 2006). 

Toussaint (2001) stated that the contribution of each of the three drags 

components to total D depends on swimming velocity. At a very low velocity, DSF 

is important since the low velocity water particles allow for an orderly flow around 

the body. When swimming velocity increases, pressure decreased at the rear 

and increased at the front of the swimmer.  

At higher velocity (>1.5m.s-1) the relative contribution of the three components of 

drag to total D will be important. Toussaint (2001) traduce this relative 

contribution of D at velocities of about 1 m.s-1 where DSF is about 5%, DW about 

15% and DP 80%. At 2m.s-1 this changes to about 3%, 57% and 40% (Toussaint, 

2001). Mollendorf et al. (2004) reported that at 2.2m.s-1, DSF contributes 21%, DW 

23% and 52% is the influence of DP. 

The D reducing technologies could be effective by reducing DSF and DW; 

however, reducing DP may result in the greatest improvement, and can be 

achieved only by changing body shape or swimming technique. 

 

2.2. Swimsuits 

2.2.1. Competition Swimsuits 

Based on the basic theory of the fluid dynamics, a way to reduce the swimmers D 

on surface is: (i) reduce the wetted surface area; (ii) to promote laminar flow at 

the surface; (iii) promote attached flow, and (iv) minimize the promotion of waves 

and spray (Mollendorf et al., 2004). By wearing the new drag-reducing suits there 

is a new potential method to accomplish D reduction (Mollendorf et al., 2004). 
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2.2.2. History of Swimsuits 

According to Pendergast (2006) in swimming competition the drag plays a major 

role due to the viscosity of the fluid. Because the margin of time difference 

between athletes in racing events is measured in hundredths of seconds, every 

possible method to reduce race times is being pursued. 

Mollendorf (2004) stated that D is the major influent factor in the energetic of 

swimming, where small decreases can affect directly the final performance. So, 

by using a drag-reduction bodysuit that may influence race velocity and improve 

performance of swimmers, final time and place of swimmers could be changed 

(Smith et al., 2007). These findings make the swimmers choose these suits with 

the hope of achieving better performances (Roberts et al., 2003).  

Since the Sidney Olympic Games, swimmers have been allowed to wear drag-

reducing body suits in competition, with materials that could enable swimmers to 

move faster and more efficiently through the water (Benjanuvatra et al., 2002). 

Good examples of this were the new Fastskin suits, Speedo Fastskin and Arena 

PowerSkin of lycra or elastane that covers either a part or the whole body, which 

have been considered to reduce friction and pressure drag (Chatard & Wilson, 

2008) or the Tyr Aquapel that improve laminar flow thereby reducing body Drag 

during swimming (Pendergast et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2007). 

 

2.2.3. Investigation of Swimsuits 

The researches about swimsuits bring different conclusions about its usefulness 

in performance enhancement. Much of the data relating the use of body suits to 

performance is based on comparison of Speedo’s Fastskin and traditional suits 

(Rogowski et al., 2006), but other studies based on other manufacturers are also 

available (Pendergast et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2007; Chatard & Wilson, 2008). 
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On Table 1 are shown some studies conducted with the objective to found the 

benefits of wearing swimsuits and the respective conclusions. 

 

Table 1: Studies conducted with swimmers wearing different swimsuits and the respective 
conclusions.  

Author Swimsuit Conclusions 

Van Manen & 
Rijken (1975) 

Swimmer naked 
vs. Traditional 

swimsuit. 
An increase in resistance of about 9% in a 
swimmer when swimming naked. 

Sanders et al. 
(2001) 

Speedo FastSkin 
vs traditional 

swimsuit. 
No reduction of D when swimmers wear the 
Speedo Fastskin. 

Benjanuvatra 
et al. (2002) 

Speedo FastSkin 
vs traditional 

swimsuit. 

Full length FastskinTM swimsuit reduced 
passive net D values for all towing velocities 
and depths by a mean of 7.7%. 

Toussaint et 
al. (2002) 

Speedo FastSkin 
vs traditional 

swimsuit. 
No clear Da reduction effect of the Fastskin 
by Speedo. 

Roberts et al. 
(2003) 

Speedo FastSkin 
vs traditional 

swimsuit. 

No statistical benefit when wearing Speedo 
Fastskin during sub-maximal freestyle 
swimming. 

Mollendorf et 
al. (2004) 

Speedo FastSkin 
vs traditional 

swimsuit. 

Significant D reduction (10%-15%) when the 
swimmers wear Fastskin that covered the 
swimmer from the shoulder to either the ankle 
or knee. 

Penderdast 
et al. (2006) TYR 

A significant reduce of D in this case by 
appropriately sized and placed turbulators in 
swimsuits. 

Rogowski et 
al. (2006) 

Speedo FastSkin 
vs traditional 

swimsuit. 

A coated long swimsuit increased hip linear 
velocity during stroke, and particularly during 
the recovery phase of butterfly technique. 

Smith et al. 
(2007) 

Tyr Aquapel vs 
traditional 
swimsuit. 

An increase in velocity when wearing TYR 
Aquapel suit. 

Chatard & 
Wilson (2008) 

No designation of 
swimsuit. 

A full body or a Leg suit gave a significant 
performance benefit. 
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Some authors concluded that these types of suits do not reduce D or improve 

performance (Takagi & Stager, 2001; Sanders et al., 2002; Roberts et al., 2003), 

and other authors found different and opposite results concluded that swimsuits, 

or different materials, covering different parts of the body could reduce the D in 

water (Van Manen & Rijken, 1975; Benjanuvatra et al., 2002; Mollendorf et al., 

2004; Smith et al., 2007; Chatard & Wilson, 2008). 

 

2.2.4. Newest Generation of Swimsuits 

With the availability of the evolution of technology in swimsuits that cover up a 

large area of the body, and that are made with different materials when 

compared with the traditional suits and older generation suits, the potentiality to 

the decrease of the D and the improvement of performance has been developed. 

Manufacturers of Speedo FastSkin LZR state that this is “the world’s fastest 

swimsuit” that compared to its 2007 high-efficiency model is 4% faster in starts, 

sprints and turns, with 5% less D (Speedo, 2008). The suit had strategically 

placed LZR panels that reduce DSF by a massive 24% in comparison to Speedo’s 

previous suit. It uses laser bonded seams instead of stitched ones, with low D 

panels, the zipper is bonded into the suit to minimize D and the suit compresses 

the swimmer’s body so it’s more streamlined and smother in shape. This was the 

first swimsuit to “open” the battle of the new generation of suits in swimming 

(Velasco, 2009). 

Manufacturer’s opponents started producing new swimsuits designs like 

PowerSkin X-Glide by Arena, Tracer by TYR, BlueSeventy and Jaked trying to 

reach the results of Speedo, and bring to the competition other options to the 

swimmers.  

BlueSeventy claim in its suit swimskin that features low resistance flatlock seams, 

larger arm gussets, a low profile zipper and fit design to enhance comfort and 

maximize performance (BlueSeventy, 2009). Jaked stated that its suit has 

thermo-welding, that give the clothes maximum comfort due to the total absence 
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of seams and revolutionary material-based polyutherane, polyamida and lycra for 

its incredible mechanical and dynamic, allowing the swimmer maximum fluid-

dynamics in water, as well as muscle compression that reduce the strain 

(Jaked01, 2009).  

The 100% polyurethane suits are many, the Speedo LZR, Jaked 01, 

BlueSeventy, Arena X-Glide and Adidas Hydrofoil and all this swimsuits were 

allowed by Fédération Internationale de Natation (FINA) which is the international 

governing body of swimming, diving, water polo, synchronized swimming and 

open water swimming.  It is claimed the suits give a bigger advantage than the 

best performance-enhancing drugs (Jackson, 2009). 

 

2.3. Compression Garments 

When some authors studied the efficiency of past generation of swimsuits in their 

studies, attempting to find if they reduce D and improve performance, they found 

that D could be reduced by altering swim wear in various ways, like laminar flow 

stitching, texture, coatings and compression (Toussaint et al., 2002; Smith et al., 

2007; Chatard & Wilson, 2008).  Doing a comparison about what is stated by the 

scientists and what is clamed by manufacturers, both refereed the compression 

as a fundamental factor.  

Thirty years ago this was already approached by Aleyev et al. (1977) but with no 

great concerns. The author refereed that tight suit might prevent large oscillation 

deformations of subcutaneous adipose tissue when swimming at higher velocitys. 

As we stated before, some authors, manufacturers, coaches and swimmers 

simply affirm that compression may benefit the body position in the water, and 

provide less muscle oscillation, that generate less DW and DSF. Concerning this 

issue very few studies were conducted in sports in general (Kraemer et al., 1998; 

Maitland & Vandertuin, 2002; Doan et al., 2003), for more details see table 2.  
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Table 2: Studies conducted about compression garments and the respective 
conclusions. 

Author Garment Movement Conlusions 

Berry and 
Mcmurray 
(1987) 

Compression 
Stockings vs 

running 
socks 

Running 
Lower blood lactate concentrations after 
maximal exercise when the stockings were 
worn. 

Kraemer et 
al. (1998) 

Lycra-type 
compression 

shorts 
Vertical jump 

Enhance repetitive jump power, muscle 
reduces oscillation and vibration and 
improves post-exercise clearance of muscle 
damage markers. 

Maitland & 
Vandertuin 
(2002) 

T-shirts and 
shorts 

Isokinetic 
testing 

Efficacy of compression athletic clothing to 
enhance muscular strength and endurance in 
target muscle groups. 

Doan et al. 
(2003) Shorts Vertical jump 

Significant reduction in both longitudinal and 
anterior–posterior thigh musculature 
oscillation during a vertical jump landing in 
the compressive garment condition for men 
and women. 

Bernhardt 
& 
Anderson 
(2005) 

Coreshorts 
compression 

shorts vs 
conventional 

shorts 

Proprioceptive 
tasks 

Support the use of moderate compression at 
and around the hip for the purpose of injury 
prevention. 

Bringard et 
al. (2006) 

Compression 
tights vs 

conventional 
tights 

Running 

May enhance overall circulation and 
decrease muscle oscillation to promote a 
lower energy expenditure at a given 
prolonged submaximal velocity.  

Duffield et 
al. (2009) Shorts Plyometric 

exercise 

No changes in intermittent-sprint and 
plyometric exercise from wearing 
compression garments. 

Higgins et 
al. (2009) Shorts Running 

(Sprint) 

Players may be able to cover more distance 
during 2 s sprints by wearing compression 
garments.  

Kemmler 
et al. 
(2009) 

Stockings Running 

Time under load and total work were 
significantly higher with compression 
stockings. Only slight, no significant 
differences were observed for Vo2max. 

 

The studies about “Compression garments”, were originated in therapeutic 

medicine (Higgins et al., 2009). Berry and Mcmurray (1987) conducted the first 

exercise-related research on compressive garments, in running, founding lower 

blood lactate concentrations after maximal exercise when the stockings were 
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worn during the exercise. In investigations of lycra-type compression shorts, 

Kraemer et al. (1998) noted enhanced athletic performance. Specially, 

compressive shorts have been shown to enhance repetitive jump power 

(Kraemer et al., 1998).  

As well with compression shorts, Maitland & Vandertuin (2002) founded the 

efficacy of compression athletic clothing to enhance muscular strength and 

endurance in target muscle groups, and Doan et al. (2003) tried to know how 

custom-fit compression shorts affected performance and examined the 

mechanical properties of the shorts.  

During repeated vertical jump power with compression shorts, muscle reduces 

oscillation and vibration (Doan et al., 2003) and improves post-exercise 

clearance of muscle damage markers (Kraemer et al., 1998). 

 

2.3.1. Compression Swimsuits vs Anthropometry 

In swimming, as a specific sport that occurs in a different fluid than air, the factor 

compression brings to the swimmers and scientists specific problems. When the 

swimmers gliding passively through the water, they experiences Dp caused 

mainly by the shape, velocity, and size of his or her body (Kjendlie & Stallman, 

2008).  

To properly understand the relationship between the influence of dimensions of 

the body and D an interdisciplinary approach is needed that combines 

hydrodynamic principles with anthropometric and morphologic knowledge to 

generate sufficient information to allow the study of D created by the body 

(Clarys, 1979).  

The concerns about body compression are intimately connected with the 

dimensions of the body or the deformations that these suits apply in the swimmer 

body forms. A great deal of attention has been given to find out the relationship 

between body dimensions (anthropometrical variables) and hydrodynamic 
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resistance for actively swimming subjects (Miyashita, 1978; Clarys, 1979; Huijing 

et al., 1988; Chatard et al., 1990; Benjanuvatra et al., 2001; Kjendlie et al., 2004; 

Corrêa et al., 2007; Kjendlie & Stallman, 2008; Shahbazi-Moghadam et al., 

2008). 

Swimming economy has been shown to depend on propelling efficiency and the 

technical skill of the swimmers but also on body D and buoyancy, which are 

associated with individual anthropometric features (Kjendlie et al., 2004).  

 

2.4. Anthropometry 

The anthropometry, or the study of human body measurements, began in 1870 

when Quelet attempted to obtain measurements of the average man in order to 

provide better fitting uniforms for Napoleon’s army (Simmons, 2001). However, 

anthropometry did not become a recognized discipline until the 1950’s with 

researchers utilizing tape measurements, weight scale, spreading caliper and 

sliding compass as measurements tools (Lerch et al., 2007).  

The traditional method of determining body shape, such as tape measures, has 

the troublesome of observer error (Simmons, 2001), namely (i) imprecision in 

landmark location (determining body points which must be touched to be 

located), (ii) subject positioning, (iii) the compaction of flesh during 

measurements; (iv) instrument applications (v) the tension of the measuring tape 

(Pargas et al., 1997; Simmons, 2001; Simmons & Istook, 2003). This error could 

be accentuated by the use of different observers on the same subject (Pargas et 

al., 1997; Simmons, 2001; Simmons & Istook, 2003; Bretschneider et al., 2009).  

 

2.4.1. Studies about Anthropometry in Swimming Hydrodynamics 

Studies of Dp and Da and body anthropometry have produced varying results 

(Clarys, 1978, 1979; Huijing et al., 1988). The first studies about this subject were 
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conducted by Clarys (1979) that related D for actively swimming subjects (Da) to 

anthropometrical variables, but contrary to expectations, found only few 

correlations between Da and anthropometric variables. Nevertheless, several 

studies reported an association of Da with body geometrical characteristics other 

than cross section area (Huijing et al., 1988). These authors made a similar study 

and found significant correlations between selected anthropometric variables 

such as body weight and height, biacromial and bitrochanter distance, 

dimensions of the arm, leg, hand, foot, thorax in inspiration and expiration, 

bodysurface and skinfolds, and a variable characterizing D of the actively 

propelling swimmer. In the recent years Shahbazi (2008) found very high and 

significant coefficients of correlation between Da and anthropometric variables. 

 

2.5. Traditional Anthropometry vs 3D Scanners 

The simple anthropometric methods using measuring taped and calipers were 

used in studies to measure the swimmers body (Huijing et al., 1988; Clarys, 

1978; Shahbazi-Moghadam et al., 2008). Whatever the application, the method 

of measurement of the human form needs to be practical and accurate 

(Bretschneider et al., 2009).  

Pargas (1997) called manual and traditional measurements tedious and 

inconsistent. The methods are time consuming and often not accurate (Simmons 

& Istook, 2003). With the development of 3D body scanning, this technology 

allows for the extraction of body measurements in seconds. The main function of 

these scanning devices is to measure the surface topography of the human body 

(Lerch et al., 2007). It was not until 1985 that Magnant (1985) produced a system 

that used a horizontal sheet of light to completely surround the body. The 

framework for the system carried the projectors and cameras that would scan the 

body from head to toe (Simmons, 2001; Simmons & Istook, 2003). 

Currently, the body scanner, using laser-triangulation, is one of the most precise 

and quickly measuring tools for the rapid quantification of body shape. The 
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average scan time takes only 10-12s and allows for over 30 scans in 1h, 

including calculating time (Bretschneider et al., 2009). 

Many applications of this technology focus on anthropometry, or the study of the 

size and shape of the human body (Lerch et al., 2007). The existence of this 

technology makes it possible to measure body dimensions more accurately than 

a human with a measuring tape (Pargas et al., 1997). In the majority of cases, 3D 

body scanners capture the outside surface of the human body by using optical 

techniques, in combination with light sensitive devices, without physical contact 

with the body (Istook & Hwang, 2001). The non-contact principle enables 

deformation-free measurements, as the sensors are not subject to any physical 

contact with the target (Simmons & Istook, 2003). 

The body scanner has multiple applications such as determining body 

measurements for tailoring, anthropometric investigations and cosmetic surgery 

(Bretschneider et al., 2009), make possible the exploration of a wide variety of 

research areas encompassing disciplines as diverse as science, engineering, 

medicine, physical therapy and fashion (Lerch et al., 2007).  The availability of full 

body scanning device make possible the capture of (x, y, z) coordinates 

representing the surface of the human body. With the appropriate software to 

convert these data points to body dimensions, highly accurate anthropometry is 

possible (Pargas et al., 1997). 

The triangulation laser projects a visible light spot, expended to a line, on the 

measurements target, and the light reflected from the object is captured by an 

optical receiving system into a position-sensitive element such as CCD cameras. 

If the light changes its position, the change is imaged on the receiving element 

and subsequently evaluated. The position at which the reflected light hits the 

receiving element depends on the distance between the laser and the object 

(Bretschneider et al., 2009).  

Overall, the traditional methods of collecting anthropometric data are time-

consuming, fraught with observer errors and inaccuracies, and require physical 

touching of the subject. The development of 3D laser scanning has solved many 
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of the aforementioned problems allowing for the extraction of precise body 

measurements from scan data in seconds. While 3D laser scanning technology is 

quick and produces accurate, reproducible data, there are still limitations, the 

incomparability of measuring techniques between scanners as well as the lack of 

standards, published or unpublished, on the interpretation of human 

measurements or measurement terms (Lerch et al., 2007). 

The fact that body scanner does not always require direct contact with the body 

could difficult the landmarking of the body; touch of the human body to find 

appropriate landmarks is occasionally needed (Simmons & Istook, 2003). A 

subject’s stance foot positioning can impact the height, inseam and hip 

measurements and respiration can significantly impact chest measurement 

(Lashawnda & Cynthia, 2002). Finally, no body scanning system currently able to 

capture 100% of the body’s surface and may miss horizontal surface features 

since the laser light shines parallel to these features (Lerch et al., 2007). 

 

2.6. Three-Dimensional Body Scanner in Swimming 

With this new device, it is possible to make measurements of the human body 

with high quality, velocity, and accuracy that allow us to check changes in human 

form wearing different suits designs and see if, the equipment effectively 

increases the compression of the body, thereby decreasing the body surface 

area of the swimmer. 

In swimming, the only statement about 3D scanning system was reported by 

Speedo manufactures, were researchers  conducted 3D scanning for more than 

400 elite athletes to learn more about the precise shape of swimmers bodies and 

their movements (Robb, 2008). However, no results were published, seen or 

available to be analyzed. 
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3 OBJECTIVES 

 

3.1. Purpose of the Study 

We propose in this study to compare different swimsuits from the last generation 

that are named as compression suits as well, by performing 3D scanner, 

determining points on the body where it can be observed more or less 

compression between the different swimsuits, comparing them with the same 

body in underwear cloths. 

 

3.2. Specific Purposes 

We can define as specific objectives of this work: 

(i) Compare the compression performed by the Jaked01 swimsuit with 

the same body in underwear cloths in the different parts of the body, 

using the 3D body scanner; 

(ii) Compare the compression performed by the BlueSeventy swimsuit 

with the same body in underwear cloths in the different parts of the 

body, using the 3D body scanner; 

(iii) Compare the compression performed by the Speedo LZR swimsuit 

with the same body in underwear clothe in the different parts of the 

body, using the 3D body scanner; 

(iv) Analyze which swimsuit performs more compression along the body. 
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4 METHODS 
 

In this chapter, we will present the methodological procedures considered for this 

work. 

Thus, after the characterization of the subject used in this study, we present the 

tools used, and explained its application. To conclude the chapter, we explain the 

statistical procedures adopted. 

 

4.1. Experimental approach to the problem 

This is an exploratory and descriptive pilot study with the most recent and 

controversial swimsuits of the history of swimming. Also it uses the state of the 

art in what 3D body scanning is concerned. According to manufacturers these 

swimsuits were created to reduce muscle oscillation and skin vibration through 

powerful compression. This study allows entering into a different method of 

investigation about swimsuits. 

 

4.2. Subject 

The subject of this study was an Olympic level female swimmer (height 166 cm, 

weight 55,0 kg, age 23 years, and training background, training nine units per 

week).  The swimmer was fully informed of the aims of the participation in the 

investigation and voluntarily agreed in participating, signing the respective 

informed consent form. 

For better understand the swimmer's body composition assessment was used a 

Tanita, Body Composition Analyzer BC – 418 (see tables 3, 4 and 5). 
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BMI BMR Fat % Fat Mass FFM TBW 
20.0 5578 Kj 15.6 % 8.4 Kg 46.4 Kg 34.0 Kg 

  1369 Kcal         

Table 3: General characteristics of the subject. 

 

Impedance 
Whole Body Right Leg Left Leg Right Arm Left Arm 

669 Ω 291 Ω 291 Ω 303 Ω 346 Ω 

Table 4: General impedance of the swimmer. 

 

Impedance 

 
Fat % Fat Mass 

(Kg) FFM (Kg) 
Predisted Muscle 

Mass (Kg) 

Right Leg 24.5 2.5 7.6 7.2 

Left Leg 23.8 2.4 7.7 7.2 

Right Arm 4.8 0.1 2.7 2.5 

Left Arm 9.0 0.2 2.5 2.3 

Trunk 11.4 3.4 26.0 24.8 

Table 5: Impedance of the segmental analyses of the swimmer. 

 

4.3. Characterization of Swimsuits and Underwear 

Three swimsuits of the last generation of suits were scanned in this study: 

Speedo FastSkin LZR Racer, BlueSeventy and Jaked01 swimsuits. They are the 

compression swimsuits most used in high level competitions, and were compared 

to the same swimmer in underwear. This allows comparison between the 
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different designs of the swimsuits, implying different percentage of compression 

in different parts of the body. 

According to Speedo, LZR Racer uses laser bonded seams instead of stitched 

ones, with low D panels at points where water flow is greatest. The panels are 

made from extremely thin polyurethane membrane and the rest of swimsuit is 

made by lycra and nylon. The zipper is bonded into the suit to minimize D. The 

suit compresses the swimmer’s body. There is a compression zone around the 

torso that keeps a corset-like grip on swimmers, and reduces muscle movement 

and skin vibration. It resists chlorine and overstretching, and dried faster than any 

racing suit Speedo has made (Speedo, 2008). 

BlueSeventy manufacturer claim aggressive ultra light competition-inspired fit 

featuring a hidden low line racing zipper. Water and UV resistant Power Lycra 

that reduces water absorption over long distances, whilst provides flexibility, 

durability and a comfortable fit. Yamamoto SCS fabric with hydrophobic skin, and 

a D coefficient of only 0.032 (over 50 times lower than skin), that reduces friction 

drag through the water. Helix technology improves fit and allows for a better swim 

stroke (BlueSeventy, 2009).  

Jaked01 is a trade-mark that comes from a new advanced technology 

constructive such as thermo welding, that give the clothes the maximum comfort 

due to total absence of seams and revolutionary material-based polyutherane for 

its incredible mechanical and dynamics provide, allowing the swimmers 

maximum hydrodynamics in water, as well as muscle compression that reduce 

the strain (Jaked01, 2008). 

The underwear body scan was made with perfectly fitting panties and bra.  

 

4.4. Procedures 

The 3D scans were conducted all in the same morning with the following order: 

Jaked 01, FastSkin LZR Racer, Blue Seventy, and underwear clothe. The size of 

each swimsuit was chosen in accordance with the measures taken to the 
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swimmer, with a measuring tape, and ordered to each manufacturer of the 

trademark.  The swimmer suspiciously notice and reported that Jaked01 was not 

quite tight compared to other swimsuits. 

The swimmer was in repose along all the body scans. Each scan took an 

average of 20 minutes, including the switching time of each swimsuit.  

 

 

Figure 2: Subject prepared to make scan in Vitus Smart XXL body scanner. 

 

The VITUS SMART XXL 3D body scanner by Human Solutions Company was 

used in these studies. The scanner consist of (i) eight sensor heads; (ii) 

measuring range (height Z:2100mm; base X:1000mm; width Y:1200mm); (iii) is a 

cylindrical tube with 110mm in diameter and 2100mm in height; (iv) temperature 

conditions are constant, between 15º and 30ºC; (v) average maximal error 

(circumference) is <1mm; (vi) measuring time is approximately 12s; (vii) density 

of points is 27 points/cm2; (viii) data can be exported in ASCII, OBJ, STL and 

DXF formats; (ix) the dimensions of the VITUS SMART XXL are 2950mm in 

height; 2200mm in base and 2200mm in width (cubic scanning volume according 

to DIN EN ISO 20685) and; (x) four-column scanner is especially suitable for 

serial measurements and for the size fitting of work wear (Human Solutions, 
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2009). The body scanner can be observed at Figure 2 during the preparation of 

the scanner with the LZR swimsuit. 

 

4.4.1. Standardizing posture 

Since there could have substantial differences in posture between the individual 

scans with the different bodysuits, this normalization procedure was tanking into 

account on each body scan (i) the positions of the feet were marked before the 

first scan and the feet were positioned in the same place in all of the bodysuit 

scans (see fig. 2); (ii) in the scanning time, subject remained stationary; (iii) 

breath was taking into account, during the scan the subject tried to keep the 

chest with no air; (iv) subject’s body was placed in a defined upright straight 

posture, stand erect, and the arms away from the body and (v) the definition of 

arms and head position was not taked into account since the bodysuits only 

cover from ankle to shoulders.  

The four body scans are showed together on figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3: Front view of the four body scanners with the underwear, Jaked01, 
BlueSeventy and LZR respectively.   
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4.4.2. The choice of sections 

The cross-sections were selected to measure surface landmarks along the body 

(calf, thigh, buttocks, abdominal and bust). Moreover, body scans give the 

opportunity to measure a large number of circumferences along the body that 

allow us to assess the different circumference of the body from ankle to upper 

chest with the different swimsuits. 

It is also desirable for the cross-sectional slices of one suit to correspond with 

those of another suit, so the landmarks were made starting at the feet and, 

picking from there, the circumferences were taken by the transversal plan of the 

body every 20 mm. At the finale, differences between scans indicate that a 

particular proportional height would always correspond to the same anatomical 

site in the other scan. 

The cross-sections chosen to represent a human body are shown in figure 4. 

They are at the level of the ankle, calf, thigh, buttocks, abdominal and chest. A 

total of 34 cross-sections are used to measure the circumferences along the six 

related parts of the body. 

  

 
Figure 4: Body scanner with the chosen cross sections in the front and back views. 

Calf 
(4 cross-sections) 

Thigh 
(12 cross-sections) 

Buttocks 
(6 cross-sections) 

Ankle 
(2 cross-sections) 

Chest 
(6 cross-sections) 

Abdominal 
(4 cross-sections) 
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4.5. Analysis Procedures 

The images captured in the 3D body scanner were saved in stereolithography 

(‘stl’) format and then opened in Rhinoceros 4.0, a 3D computer design program. 

 

4.6. Scanning and body dimensions assessment 

Figure 5 shows the complete flowchart of the steps to edit and get the 

circumferences of the body. 

As it was stated before, the first step was the 3D scanner with the three different 

swimsuits, and the scan with the underwear cloth dressed. After the scanners the 

images were imported to the 3D computer software that allow us to mesh on the 

images and select the cross sections defined to measure and compare the 

swimsuits.  The software allows move the images in 3D (x, y, z) and in different 

perspectives, allowing the selection of the objects that we want to see and 

measure, that could be the body of the swimmer, the groups of circumferences 

determinated (all groups or each group individually) and each circumference 

separately. 

 

4.7. Descriptive statistics 

Since this is a pilot study with only one subject, to analyze the results we use the 

Rhinoceros 4.0 software to measure the circumferences and Microsoft Excel 

2007 to make comparisons between the suits and the underwear body. 

The analyses were performed using differences, means and percentages for the 

different suits, always taking the result of the underwear scan as reference and 

compare it to each swimsuit scan. 
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Figure 5: Complete flowchart of the steps to edit and get the circumferences of the body. 

(v) Each circumference can be 
selected and analyse by length 
(mm) and area (mm2). 
 

(iv) The software allows the manipulation of the 4 
scans together in deferent views and perspectives. 
 

(ii) After import the scan to 
the software, the cross 
sections along the body 
were marked. 
 

(iii) Chose the cross section to measure 
and group them in 6 different groups. 
 

(i) Body scanner Vitus Smart 
XXL with one of the suits. 
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4.8. Standardization of the scanner images on Software 

To make sure that the four images were exactly in the same position we chose 

one particular place the ankle to measure and detect if the circumferences were 

equal (see table 6), once this was one of the parts analyzed in the body that is 

not influenced by the compression of swim suits, and were expected to be equal. 

The highest circumference on ankle corresponds to the first result on the table 

and, the lowest corresponds to the second result of the table (see fig. 6).  

 

Table 6: Length of circumferences, factor of compression (FC) between the underwear 
scan and the compression swimsuits scans at the ankle of body swimmer. 

 Ankle 

 
Underwear Jaked01 BlueSeventy LZR 

CS Lenght (mm) Lenght 
(mm) 

FC 
(mm)  

Lenght 
(mm) 

FC 
(mm)  

Lenght 
(mm) 

FC 
(mm)  

1 226,3 226,8 0,6 226,8 0,5 226,7 0,4 
2 215,9 215,4 -0,5 215,1 -0,8 216,2 0,3 

 

Figure 6: Cross sections at the ankle. 

 

Starting from this result, all the next cross sections were obtained taking 

transversal cuts at a distance of 20mm. 

To present the results and discussion we use only the right leg and the torso of 

the four body scans due to the symmetry of the body. 
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5 RESULTS 
In figure 7 are presented the cross sections made in the area of the calf where 

the first image corresponds to the underwear scan, the second image 

corresponds to Jaked01 scan, the third one corresponds to the BlueSeventy 

swimsuit and the last one to the LZR swimsuit. 

The results are shown on table 7 and represent the differences that were found 

between the swimsuits scans and the underwear scan, as well as the percentage 

of compression that each swimsuit exerted on the body when compared to the 

underwear scan in the calf area. 

 

Table 7: Length of circumferences, factor of compression (FC) between the underwear 
scan and the compression swimsuits scans of the cross-sections (CS) at the ankle of 
body swimmer. 

 Calf 

 
Underwear Jaked01 BlueSeventy LZR 

CS Lenght Lenght FC 
(mm) % Lenght FC  

(mm) % Lenght FC  
(mm) % 

1 344,3 348,3 4 -1,2 346,2 1,9 -0,6 339,8 -4,5 1,3 

2 334,8 339 4,2 -1,3 335,7 0,9 -0,3 329,2 -5,6 1,7 

3 321,3 326,3 5 -1,5 320,4 -0,9 0,3 316,1 -5,2 1,6 

4 304,4 309,1 4,7 -1,5 300,5 -3,8 1,3 298,5 -5,8 1,9 

 

Figure 7: Cross sections at the calf in the four scans. 
 

The Jaked01 swimsuit does not show any compression at the calf of the 

swimmer, presenting between 4mm and 5mm more in every cross section. The 

BlueSeventy swimsuit shows some compression in the lower part of the calf and 

the Speedo LZR suit shows compression along all the cross sections of the calf. 

1 
 
4 
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The second part of the body chosen to analyze was the thigh. Twelve cross 

section points were selected in this part of the body due to his size and variation 

of diameter. On table 8 are presented the length of each circumference in the 

four scans and how much each swimsuit compresses the thigh, as well the 

percentage of compression that each swimsuit performs. The cross-section of 

each scanner could be seen in figure 8. 

 

Table 8: Length of circumferences, factor of compression (FC) between the underwear 
scan and the compression swimsuits scans of the cross-sections (CS) at the thigh of 
body swimmer. 

 Thigh 
  Underwear Jaked01 BlueSeventy LZR 

CS Lenght Lenght FC 
(mm) % Lenght FC  

(mm) % Lenght FC  
(mm) % 

1 535,4 533,6 -1,9 0,3 533 -2,4 0,5 536,7 1,3 -0,2 

2 534,3 532,1 -2,2 0,4 531 -3,4 0,6 529,9 -4,4 0,8 

3 531,2 523,9 -7,4 1,4 526,2 -5,1 1 520,3 -10,9 2,1 

4 522,9 514,1 -8,7 1,7 516 -6,9 1,3 510,4 -12,4 2,4 

5 512,9 505,4 -7,6 1,5 505,7 -7,2 1,4 497,9 -15 2,9 

6 501,5 494,8 -6,6 1,3 494,6 -6,8 1,4 483,3 -18,1 3,6 

7 488,8 483,3 -5,5 1,1 481,8 -7,1 1,4 467,2 -21,6 4,4 

8 474,2 468,5 -5,7 1,2 468 -6,2 1,3 450,3 -23,9 5 

9 458,6 452,5 -6,1 1,3 454,7 -3,9 0,9 433,7 -24,9 5,4 

10 441,9 437,5 -4,4 1 440,7 -1,2 0,3 419,6 -22,3 5 

11 423,4 419,7 -3,7 0,9 423,4 0 0 408,2 -15,2 3,6 

12 407,0 404,6 -2,4 0,6 406,9 -0,1 0 395,7 -11,3 2,8 

 
Figure 8: Cross sections at the thigh in the four scans. 
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As it happens in other previous tables, the circumference closer to the medial 

area of the body is the first result of the table, and the circumference closer to the 

knee is the last one (see fig.9). 

Analyzing the differences in length of each cross section we observe that, all 

swimsuits compress the body at the level of the thigh of the swimmer. Only the 

proximal circumference of the thigh with the Speedo LZR swimsuit does not show 

any compression.  

 

Figure 9: Different perspectives of the cross sections at the thigh in the underwear scan. 

 

The third part of the body chosen to analyze was the buttocks (see fig. 10). At the 

area of the buttocks six transversal cuts were made. The table 9 presents the 

difference between the underwear scan body and the swimsuit scans.  

Almost every cross section are more compressed when the swimsuit are 

dressed.  Jaked01 swimsuit seems to be perfectly adapted to the body of the 

swimmer, but does not perform significant percentages of compression. This 

swimsuit presented two cross sections at the buttocks level that do not perform 

any compression.  

The BlueSeventy swimsuit is the one that show higher percentage of 

compression at the buttocks of the swimmer. The percentage is significantly 

higher at the most prominent curve of the buttocks. The LZR swimsuits presented 

differences of compression in all cross-sections when compared to the 

underwear body and, the image seems to translate better fitting compared to the 

BlueSeventy swimsuit. 
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Table 9: Length of circumferences, factor of compression (FC) between the underwear 
scan and the compression swimsuits scans of the cross-sections (CS) at the buttocks of 
body swimmer. 

 Buttocks 
  Underwear Jaked01 BlueSeventy LZR 

CS Lenght Lenght FC 
(mm) % Lenght FC  

(mm) % Lenght FC  
(mm) % 

1 884,2 884,8 0,6 -0,1 881,9 -2,3 0,3 880,7 -3,4 0,4 

2 909,6 901,3 -8,3 0,9 895,1 -14,5 1,6 897,6 -12 1,3 

3 931 922,4 -8,6 0,9 908,1 -22,9 2,5 918 -12,9 1,4 

4 954,1 953,2 -1 0,1 922,5 -31,6 3,3 947,6 -6,5 0,7 

5 991,9 994,8 2,9 -0,3 963,5 -28,4 2,9 989,1 -2,7 0,3 

6 1086,3 1081,7 -4,6 0,4 1070,5 -15,8 1,5 1061,4 -24,9 2,3 

 

Figure 10: Cross section at the buttocks in the four scans by the order: Underwear, 
Jaked01, BlueSeventy and LZR respectively. 
 

The area around the abdomen is presented in figure 11 and the effects of 

compression of swimsuits at this area are presented on table 10. 
 

Table 10: Length of circumferences, factor of compression (FC) between the underwear 
scan and the compression swimsuits scans of the cross-sections (CS) at the abdominal 
of body swimmer. 

Abdominal 
  Underwear Jaked01 BlueSeventy LZR 

CS Lenght Lenght FC 
(mm) % Lenght FC  

(mm) % Lenght FC  
(mm) % 

1 685,9 690,8 4,8 -0,7 676,7 -9,3 1,4 679,2 -20,1 2,9 
2 676,6 686,7 10,1 -1,5 671 -5,6 0,8 665,9 -15,9 2,3 
3 677,9 692,5 14,6 -2,1 677,7 -0,3 0 660,7 -5 0,7 
4 695,1 708,2 13,1 -1,9 695,4 0,3 0 673 -22,1 3,2 

Figure 11: Cross sections at the abdominal area in the four scans. 
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The last zone analyzed of the swimmer body was the chest. The table 11 

presents the difference between the underwear scan body and the swimsuit 

scans at the chest level.  

 

Table 11: Length of circumferences, factor of compression (FC) between the underwear 
scan and the compression swimsuits scans of the cross-sections (CS) at the chest of 
body swimmer. 

 Chest 
 Underwear Jaked01 BlueSeventy LZR 

CS Lenght Lenght FC 
(mm) % Lenght FC  

(mm) % Lenght FC  
(mm) % 

1 873,1 863,7 -9,4 1,1 850,1 -23 2,6 865,7 -7,4 0,8 
2 855 844,4 -10,6 1,2 802,9 -52,1 6,1 832,6 -22,4 2,6 
3 824,7 819,4 -5,3 0,6 783,5 -41,1 5 774,1 -50,6 6,1 
4 796,8 784,6 -12,3 1,5 762,8 -34 4,3 757,5 -39,4 4,9 
5 757,9 744,2 -13,6 1,8 750,2 -7,7 1 745,7 -12,2 1,6 
6 740,5 736,5 -4,1 0,6 739,5 -1,1 0,1 731,8 -8,7 1,2 

 

Figure 12: Cross sections at the chest in the four scans by the order: Underwear, 
BlueSeventy, Jaked01 and LZR respectively. 

 

Lastly we presented the total average compression at each body part analyzed 

(see table 12). The means of each selected section of the body was calculated to 

analyze how swimsuits perform compression along the body. 

At the calf, tight and abdomen area LZR swimsuit reaches the highest 

percentage of compression and, at the buttocks and chest area the BlueSeventy 

is the most compressor swimsuit. 

The higher percentage is observed at the level of the chest with the BlueSeventy 

swimsuit. The LZR swimsuit is the one that applies more compression along the 

body. 
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Table 12: Percentage of the compression of swimsuits comparing to the underwear scan 
in the different parts of the body and, the total compression of the swimsuits in the five 
parts analyzed. 

 
Jaked 

% 
BlueSeventy 

% 
LZR 
% 

Calf -1,4 0,2 1,6 
Thight 1,1 0,8 3,2 

Buttocks 0,3 2,0 1,1 
Abdomen -1,6 0,5 2,3 

Chest 1,1 3,2 2,9 
Total 0,3 1,4 2,4 
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6 DISCUSSION 

 

6.1. Discussion of Methodology 

This study, aimed to find differences in the body compression that the swimsuits 

produced on the swimmers body, therefore very accurate results were needed 

about anthropometric information (Jones et al., 1995), i.e. measurements of the 

length of the selected body circumferences till the millimeters.  

There are several authors who acknowledged on the difficulties and errors that 

can be produced when these measurements performed with traditional 

anthropometric methods (Pargas et al., 1997; Simmons, 2001; Simmons & 

Istook, 2003; Lerch et al., 2007; Bretschneider et al., 2009). Some of the 

problems found when collecting anthropometric data are (i) time-consuming, (ii) 

fraught with observer errors and inaccuracies and (iii) require physical touching of 

the subject. 

The development of 3D laser scanning has solved many of the aforementioned 

problems, allowing for the extraction of precise body measurements from scan 

data in seconds (Lerch et al., 2007), so 3D scanner was chosen to conduct this 

study due to the resolution and accuracy (only 1mm of error is claimed by the 

company), and velocity and quickness (only take 12 seconds), allowing us to take 

assertive and rapid measurements (Bretschneider et al., 2009). 

The Vitus Smart XXL 3D Scanner by Human Solutions Company was the 

scanner used in our study. The Company creates an efficient anthropometrical 

database that allows the determination of body (part) dimensions, determination 

of body weight, determination of characterization indices (e. g. body mass index, 

body composition and waist to hip ratio) and determination of body (part) 

volumes. In our study, only were calculated the widths of various parts of the 

body with more accuracy than a human with a measuring tape (Pargas et al., 

1997). 
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As we stated before, the body scanner has a number of advantages, such as 

being much less time consuming than hand measurements, non-invasive and 

‘hands-off’, and more accurate and precise than hand measurements (Simmons 

& Istook, 2003). Bretschneider et al., (2009), demonstrated in their study the 

excellent precision and reproducibility of the VITUS XXL 3D body scanner by 

comparing the measurements of geometric shapes (cones, columns) and human 

body parts (mid-tight) using a measuring tape and the body scanner. The results 

support the use of the body scanner for rapid and non-invasive 3D 

measurements of the human body. 

Lashawnda & Cynthia (2002) found imprecision, and lack of accuracy when 

compared physical measurements against scan data. The author justifies the 

results owing to the inaccuracies of the physical measurement process or to 

differences in measurement location between the anthropometrist and the 3D 

measurement extraction software (Lashawnda & Cynthia, 2002).  

To make sure that the body positions during the scanner were similar in the 

different body scans, some procedures were taken into account: (i) the position of 

the feet was determined and fixed by placing marks on the basis of body 

scanner, this procedure allowed the placement of feet in the same place in all the 

scanners (ii) the subject hold their breath during the scanner, thus the breath, or 

the width of the chest would not affect the final result, and in consequence affect 

the comparison of lengths of each circumference between the swimsuits and the 

underwear scan; (iii) the posture of the trunk was a factor controlled by the 

subject that has adopted one posture since the first scanner and had a similar 

stance for all other scans; (iv) another important factor to consider was that the 

subject is in standing for all body scans performed, so the muscle swelling did not 

occur or affect the results in the circumference of the body of the swimmer. 

Some of these factors were studied by Lashawnda & Cynthia (2002) that 

conducted three separate scans of 72 different subjects to compare and analyze 

the effect of how standardization of breathe and foot position could affect the 
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data. The conclusion of this study was that respiration and foot placement has a 

significant effect on body scan data. 

There were other limitations of the three-dimensional body scanner with which 

we were aware and tried to solve along the procedures. As Simmons et al. 

(2003) stated, the correct identification of body landmarks marking the location of 

anatomical guideposts, which are evident only by touching the body to feel for a 

bony protrusion under the soft flesh or a joint where tow bones are hinged 

together (Pargas et al., 1997). In order to have agreement, as to the body 

measurements recorded in an anthropometric-based study, uniformity should be 

achieved as to the common points on the body that must be identified (Simmons 

& Istook, 2003). The resolution to these problems was achieved by the 

standardization of the posture that was prior determinated and adopted in all 

scanners. This allowed us to study the images with greater facility, because we 

could overlay the images and find, or mark, all the points we wanted to observe 

and analyze.  

The six cross-sections were selected at the level of the calf, thigh, buttocks, 

abdominal and bust. This choice is justified because all of these areas are 

affected by compression of swimsuits and are throughout the body. Thus we 

analyze the areas with major surface that are related to the parts of the body that 

more oscillate in the water (Huijing et al., 1988). 

Another issue of great importance with body-scanning technology is that there 

are no standards, published or unpublished, on the interpretation of 

measurements or measurements terms. 3D body scanning is capable of 

extracting a large number of data types and measurements (Simmons & Istook, 

2003). However, a problem exists in the consistency and comparisons of 

measuring techniques between scanners. Among the several scanners that are 

currently available, significant variance exists in how each captures specific body 

measurements. 

This problem was fully controlled in our study, since we only have used the Vitus 

XXL body scanner for our analysis and the methodology was determined by us, 
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since there are no standardization of methodology to this type of studies 

(Simmons, 2001).  

To achieve uniform results in the parts of the body that are affected by 

compression of the swimsuits, was necessary to find a part of the body that was 

not covered by the suit in any of the scanners. We chose to analyze the ankle, as 

the arms or the neck could be in different positions between scans which could 

influence the final results. 

At the ankle the results did not differ more than 1 millimeter, that is the average 

maximal error (circumference = < 1mm) predicted by the Body Scan Vitus Smart 

XXL (Human Solutions, 2009). The difference found between the different 

scanners is no bigger than 0.6 mm staying within the margin of error given by 

Human Solutions Company. The lower circumference varies between 215.1 mm 

and 216.2mm and the second has a maximum difference of 0.5 mm between the 

scanners. 

For future studies, it is necessary to follow this standardization of methods, to 

allow comparison between the different data. 

 

6.2. Discussion of Results 

Over time we can find several scientists that tried to study the effects that 

swimsuits produce during swimming in a physiological (Benjanuvatra et al., 2002; 

Toussaint et al., 2002; Roberts et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2007; Chatard & Wilson, 

2008) and biomechanical way (Sanders et al., 2001; Toussaint, 2001; 

Benjanuvatra et al., 2002; Toussaint et al., 2002; Mollendorf et al., 2004; 

Pendergast et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2007; Rogowski et al., 2006; Chatard & 

Wilson, 2008). 

As we previously show in table 1, some studies disagreed about the additional 

benefit that swimmers gain using these drag reduction swimsuits. Roberts et al. 

(2003) reported no statistical benefit when wearing Speedo Fastskin during sub-

maximal freestyle swimming and Toussaint et al. (2002) found that, for most 
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subjects, a not clear Da reduction effect of the Fastskin by Speedo could be 

detected.  

However other studies confirmed the reduction of D that these swimsuits perform. 

Benjanuvatra et al. (2002) concludes that the full length Fastskin swimsuit 

reduced passive net D values for all towing velocities and depths by a mean of 

7.7%, which is a very similar conclusion compared to the effects claimed by 

Speedo. Mollendorf et al. (2004), found a significant D reduction (10%-15%) 

when the swimmers wear Fastskin that covered the swimmer from the shoulder 

to either the ankle or knee compared with the models that covered only lower 

body or a conventional suit. Smith et al. (2007) concludes that swimmers 

experienced an increase in velocity when wearing TYR Aquapel suit and Chatard 

et al. (2008) concludes that wearing a Full Body or a Leg suit gave a significant 

performance benefit when compared with wearing a normal competition suit.  

The investigations about swimsuits bring different opinions and conclusions 

about the improvement of performance when swimmers wore them. However, 

studies focus mainly on D and physiological characteristics, not focusing on the 

compression, that is just referred superficially, when authors acknowledged that 

D could be reduced by altering swim wear laminar flow stitching, texture, coatings 

and compression (Smith et al., 2007), and the tight suit might prevent large 

oscillation and deformations of subcutaneous adipose tissue when swimming at 

higher velocity (Aleyev et al., 1977). 

The manufacturers, coaches and swimmers simply stated that compression may 

benefit the body position in the water, and provide less muscle oscillation, that 

generates less wave and friction drag (Jaked01, 2008; Robb, 2008; Speedo, 

2008; BBC, 2009; BlueSeventy, 2009; Velasco, 2009). 

The compression factor in sport equipment was mainly studied in the athletics 

sports, in running (Berry & McMurray, 1987; Bringard et al., 2006; Higgins et al., 

2009; Kemmler et al., 2009), jumping (Kraemer et al., 1998; Doan et al., 2003; 

Duffield, Cannon, & King, 2009), and in isokinetic movements (Maitland & 

Vandertuin, 2002). Almost all these studies have focused on the physiological 

effects on subject resulting from compression applied by the equipment (table 2).  
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Berry and Mcmurray (1987) found lower blood lactate concentrations after 

maximal exercise when the stockings were worn during the exercise and 

Kraemer (1998) noted enhanced athletic performance.  

However, the effect of compression equipment did not always have positive 

results or beneficial effects for the athlete. Maitland & Vandertuin (2002) used 

four compression garments (two were t-shirts that extended to the elbow 

bilaterally and two garments were shorts that extended to the knees) that are 

produced for each athlete, and found no statistically significant differences in 

performance using compression garments for 7 of 8 tests.  

Duffield et al. (2009) found no changes in intermittent-sprint and plyometric 

exercise from wearing compression garments. The use of compression garments 

did not reduce the extent of peripheral fatigue or enhance the rate of recovery 

following exercise although it may aid in the self-reported perception of recovery. 

Thus, with our study we tried to increase the knowledge about swimsuits in 

swimming competition, complementing the studies already carried out, in an 

attempt to find some possibilities to improve the performance of the swimmers.  

The anthropometric indices could provide a better indication of how body 

morphology interacts with the passive drag (Clarys, 1978), so with better 

methods of anthropometric measurements, and greater knowledge of the 

compression that the swimsuits have on the swimmers body, we can move 

forward and improve in various areas, such as D reduction or the effects that 

compression has on fatigue, and how swimsuits can work to improve 

performance in these ways.  

Some studies about swimsuits, hydrodynamics and anthropometry report some 

standout results about this issue. Clarys (1979) related that D for actively 

swimming subjects (Da) with anthropometrical variables, but contrary to 

expectations, found only few correlations between Da and anthropometric 

variables, which forced him to conclude that the shape of human body has hardly 

any influence on Da and that other factors are therefore more important. 

However, in recent years, Kjendlie et al. (2008) and Shahbazi et al. (2008) found 
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very high and significant coefficients of correlation between Da and 

anthropometric variables. 

In the investigation of swimsuits some subjects feel and claim the sensation of a 

tight suit on the body. For example, Chatard et al. (2008) mentioned that some 

swimmers when wear the swimsuits complain about the difficulty of swimming in 

a too tight suit. This happened in study with 2 of the 14 swimmers present in the 

study. Toussaint et al. (2002) found one extreme case (female swimmer) that at 

1.65m/s achieve a reduction of 11% in Da and justified this advantage with being 

apparently lower when the swimmer wear the Fastskin suit when compared with 

the less than perfectly fitted conventional suit. Chatard et al. (2008) support this 

complains saying that there is probably a suit adaptation that has to fit with the 

individual morphology or technique. With the results obtained in our study we can 

somehow supplement the assumptions of these authors. 

The analysis and discussion of our study does not allow great comparison with 

other studies on this subject. Only the manufactures of Speedo spoken that have 

made more than 400 body scans of 400 elite athletes to find the best swimsuit 

measures for the general anthropometric characteristics of swimmers (Speedo, 

2008).  

With this assumption the discussion of our results is analyzed only to the 

compression performed in each body part of our subject when compared with the 

same subject with underwear cloths. Moreover, we try somehow, to find some 

results in other studies, that can be related and support the results obtained in 

our study. 

The body parts analyzed in our study were chosen in order to find out the 

compression that each swimsuit performs throughout the body, and also because 

they are, according to Gadd et al. (1963) hypotheses, parts of the body that lead 

to turbulence in the water when the body is in motion (head, neck, shoulders, 

lumbar region, hips, thighs, knees and feet). About the Gadd’s statement, Clarys 

(1979) adds that there is no indication whatsoever that this turbulence (and 

therefore total drag) can be reduced.  
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The full length swimsuits of our study only cover from shoulders to the calf, so the 

calf, thigh, buttocks, abdomen and chest are parts of the body that could be 

changed by the compression of the swimsuits, allowing minimize some prominent 

contours of the body and then minimize the total D.  

The first cross-sections group analyzed was the calf. This is one of the parts of 

the body where only the full leg swimsuits applied compression on the body. All 

swimsuits analyzed are full leg, which allowed us to make the first comparisons. 

However, since each swimsuit extends in different lengths down to the mid-calf 

and had different finishing points that can be elastic or silicone, the results at this 

part of the body could be influenced by the size of the swimsuit leg.  

The Jaked01 swimsuit does not show any percentage of compression in this 

area. But, as stated in the methodology, the swimmer informed from the 

beginning that the sensations of compression that felt with this swimsuit were 

lower compared with the other swimsuits. The size of this swimsuit was not the 

most adequate for the size of the swimmer, so the compression results may be 

affected by the same reason. 

The LZR swimsuit has higher percentages of compression in all the cross-

sections (from 1.3% in the higher cut and 1.9% at lower cut close to the elastic 

that finishes the swimsuit).  

BlueSeventy presents the differences of 1.9 mm and 0.9 mm in the highest cut, 

and at the lower cuts the compression were not perceived. The elastic of the 

legs of this swimsuit is very tight, which may force fat mass and muscle mass 

around the elastic band to increase the width. 

Kemmler et al. (2009) report that stockings with constant compression in the area 

of the calf muscle decrease muscle oscillations. This study was conducted with 

subjects running. Considering the different properties of the two fluids (water and 

air), and the influence that the muscle oscillation has in the swimmer's 

performance, we can state that the percentage of compression at the calf is even 

more important in swimming.  
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The second part of the body chosen to be analyzed was the thigh. Twelve cross 

section points were selected in this part of the body due to its size and the great 

influence that this part has in oscillation during the Dp and Da in swimming 

(Clarys, 1978; Benjanuvatra et al., 2001). This part of the body shows that the 

three swimsuits compress the thigh. Only the highest cut on LZR swimsuits do 

not shows relevant compression (-0,2%), which means that at this point the 

length of circumference increased 1.2 mm compared to the thigh without 

swimsuit (see fig. 14). This result may be justified by the fact that this suit uses 

laser bonded seams instead of stitched ones, and is composed by panels that 

compresses more in the areas where they are placed and this may cause an 

increase in width in areas closer to the bonded seams and panels (Robb, 2008). 

 

 
Figure 13: Cross sections at the thigh in the Speedo LZR swimsuit body scan. 

 

The greatest differences were found in LZR swimsuit which compresses the thigh 

24.9 mm in the nineth cut, that means 5,4% of compression. We can observe at 

the results (table 5) that the highest percentage of compression happens in a 

lower area (nineth transversal cut) when compared to the other suits (fourth in 

the BlueSeventy and fifth in Jaked01 respectively).   

The BlueSeventy swimsuit shows the higher percentages at the middle of the 

thigh due to the sewing that presents at the back of the leg, and has great 

amount of pressure in that area. 

The increasing of the length of the circumference grows as we approach the 

medial region of the body, however the percentage of compression does not 
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behave in the same way. This could be explained by the design of the swimsuit 

that intent not to apply compression in areas that require great mobility, such as 

the hip area. 

When we analyze the buttocks area relevant results were found. This part is 

refereed, together with the chest area, as the biggest problem in the body of 

female swimmers when related to the hydrodynamics of swimming (Clarys, 1978; 

Nakayama & Boucher, 1998; Shahbazi-Moghadam et al., 2008; Naemi et al., 

2009). As Clarys (1979) stated, wave drag is mainly caused by this region, this 

could reflect the importance that compression could have in this area. 

The BlueSeventy swimsuit is the one that applies more compression at the level 

of the buttocks. The BlueSeventy is the only studied swimsuit that does not fit 

perfectly at the buttocks, because it offers no sew in this area. As noted in figure 

15 the two inner contours are the only that enclose the buttocks and the two 

outer contours do not present this contour. As we say previously the hip region of 

the swimmers body requires great mobility, so it’s necessary to found a balance 

between the compression and the comfort of the swimmer in the water. The 

comfort is important as it delineate the contours of the body, that the water or the 

air can not occupy, this space and may increase the D during swimming. 

 

 
Figure 14: Perspective of the cross sections in buttocks with the LZR scan (left) and 
BlueSeventy scan (right). 
 

The last cross-section studied in the buttocks area presents the highest length 

analyzed, which means that it is the most prominent area of the body. The LZR 

swimsuit is the one that could perform more compression in this cut (2,3%). 

The biomechanics issues were studied by Doan et al. (2003) with athletic shorts. 

The authors concluded that during repeated vertical jumps performed with 
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compression shorts, oscillation and vibration of the muscles were reduced. As we 

stated before, also in swimming this issues are very important. 

In the abdominal area the LZR swimsuit has very important results compressing 

3.2% in the cut closer to the buttocks and 2.9% in the cut closer to the chest. 

According to Speedo LZR manufacturers there is a compression zone around the 

torso that keeps a corset-like grip on swimmers, and reduces muscle movement 

and skin vibration (Speedo, 2008). 

At this part of the body there are some variations between the swimsuits. The 

presence or absence of zipper in the back could influence the compression that 

is applied on the body. The LZR suit has the biggest zipper, starting at the end of 

the buttocks and extending to the neck. The BlueSeventy swimsuit only has the 

zipper at the middle of the back extended to the neck and the Jacked01 swimsuit 

has a zipper very similar to the BlueSeventy swimsuit. 

The Jaked01 swimsuit does not show any compression of the cross-sections 

selected in this area, and the BlueSeventy swimsuit present lower results of 

compression as well; however in the area where the zipper begins (the highest 

cut), the compression increase significantly. Observing the results, the first  

circumference presented no compression (0%), the third circumference present 

8% of compression and the last circumference present 14% of compression, 6% 

more than 20mm down. 

The chest was the last part of the body analyzed. This area has great correlation 

with the maximal body cross-sectional area, and it is a pressure point that create 

the “bow wave” when the body is in motion on the water (Clarys, 1979). Huijing et 

al. (1987) found significant correlations between anthropometry and Da, 

particularly with the maximal body cross-sectional area. Either Benjanuvatra et al. 

(2001) stated that parameters like the chest girth, depth and breadth have 

significantly correlations with D values, and the effect of the chest cross-sectional 

area is highly correlated with the DP. The 3D scanning can possibly be a new 

solution to measure the cross-sectional area of the swimmers. 
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As mentioned earlier, from the height the BlueSeventy swimsuit applies the 

zipper, the trunk compression increases significantly, so this part of the body 

swimsuit shows high percentages of compression, significantly rather reaching 

6.1% compression (see fig.12). The same effect is observed in the LZR swimsuit 

and Jaked01, however with lower levels of compression. 

 

 

Figure 15: Comparisons of chest circumferences between underwear scan and 
BlueSeventy scan. 
 

As it happened at the calf area, this is the other end of the swimsuit where we 

found body parts that are compressed by the swimsuits and others that are not 

affected by compression. Depending on the area that the swimsuit covers, the 

results of the length of each circumference will be influenced. 

The last analysis was the calculation of the average percentage of compression 

that each swimsuit causes in every body part. We realize that, depending on the 

body part examined, the swimsuits present different percentages of compression.  

Jaked01 swimsuit shows very low results of compression at some body parts 

and, in other parts of the body, does not produce any compression, showing, 

inclusively some increase in length of the circumference. 

BlueSeventy swimsuit varies widely, showing body parts as buttocks and chest, 

that present large compression rates (2,0% and 3,2% respectively), however 

other parts of the body have low levels of compression, such as calf, thigh and 

abdomen, with 0.2%, 0.8%, and 0.5% of compression, respectively. 

In general, the LZR is a swimsuit that shows higher percentages of compression. 

The higher percentages are 1.6%, 3.2% and 2.3%, that represent the calf, the 
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thigh and abdomen, respectively. At the level of the chest and the thigh Clarys 

(1979) found a significant correlation, between these parts of the body and D, at 

velocities above 1,55m/s (r = 0.441 and r = 0.456, respectively), and found a 

correlation between Dp and abdomen and calf circumferences at all velocities 

(0.40 < r < 0.463). 

At the level of the buttocks, as it was discussed previously, the LZR does not 

present not high levels of compression (1.1%), and this result can be justified by 

the need for  great mobility in this area,  mainly at the starts and turns during 

swimming events. 

Calculating the total compression that each swimsuit applies on the body of the 

swimmer, we conclude that the LZR swimsuit performed higher percentage of 

compression (2.4%), the BlueSeventy is the second (1.4%) and Jaked01 is the 

one that produces less compression (0.3%).  

As Clarys (1979) stated, a body is a collection of pressure points (the shoulders, 

the hips, the knees, etc.), and when moving in the surface layer of water will 

create a certain wave system because of a disturbance in the potential flow. 

Reducing these pressure points increases the likelihood of reducing the drag 

caused by the swimmer. In addition to the anthropometric parameters, the shape 

and the contour of the body are important factors affecting the D because they 

determine how the flow moves over the body (Nakayama & Boucher, 1998).  

The hydrodynamic results of the compression produced by these three different 

swimsuits designs can be compared with the most recent results in swimming 

competition. 

At the Olympic Games 2008 out of a total of 32 events (16 men's and 16 

women's), an incredible 21 events had world records broken a total of 25 times, 

and 66 Olympic records were set (Tucker & Dugas, 2008). This means that in 

some events the World Record was beaten more than once, in qualifying, semi-

finals or final. Table 10 shows just how easily records were broken in Beijing. For 

example, in 15 male events, 37 Olympic Records were broken, this means that in 

each female event, composed by the qualifying series, the semi-final and the 

final, the Olympic Record was broken two times. 
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Table 13: Number of events and Records broke in the Olympic Games, Beijing 2008 
(Tucker & Dugas, 2008). 

  Men Women 
  Records Events Records Events 
Olympic Records 37 15 29 15 
World Records 14 11 11 10 

 

At the 2009 World Championships 43 world records were broken. The previous 

record was 29, back in 1976, when drugs were alleged to be giving the swimmers 

a boost (Tucker & Dugas, 2008). 

In summary, since February 2008, when the first swimsuit of the new generation 

was released, 158 world records have been set by elite athletes. Their ability to 

perform has moved from being "maximized" by their swimsuits, to being 

"enhanced" by their swimsuits (Luebbers, 2009). Compression seems to play a 

major role on this phenomenon. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

7.1. Conclusions 

As we stated along the study, drag reducing technology gave a great leap in the 

evolution of swimsuits, resulting in a large increase in the number of world 

records broken in recent years (158 world records). 

Our study focus on the compression that these newest swimsuits perform on the 

body swimmer, and the possible consequences that this effect could have on the 

final performance of the swimmer. 

The Jaked01 swimsuit does not perform significantly percentage of compression 

(-1.4% at the calf, 1.1% at the thigh, 0.3% at the buttocks, -1.6% at the 

abdominal and 1.1% at the chest).  These results may mean that the size of the 

swimsuit chosen for the swimmer was not the most suitable. 

The BlueSeventy swimsuit shows large differences in the percentage of 

compression along the body (0.2% at the calf, 0.8% at the thigh, 2.0% at the 

buttocks, 0.5% at the abdominal and 3.2% at the chest). 

The LZR is the swimsuit that presents the most significant compression 

throughout the body (1.6% at the calf, 3.2% at the thigh, 1.1% at the buttocks, 

2.3% at the abdominal and 2.9% at the chest). 

When we look at the swimsuit as one peace we conclude that the LZR is the 

swimsuit that most compresses the swimmer's body (2.4%), followed by 

BlueSeventy (1.4%) and finally the Jaked01 (0.3%). 

As we have seen, the compression has different behavior along the body and in 

the different swimsuits analyzed, and looking at the results the body shape 

suffers some changes with these compression swimsuits, so drag could 

effectively be reduced when swimmers wear this suits. 

This allows us to conclude, that depending on the morphology of the subject, 

each swimsuit is able to adapt better to their anthropometric characteristics. We 
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also conclude that the most important concerns to consider are the choice of the 

appropriate size for that portion or swimmer.  

 

7.2. Suggestions 

The knowledge gained in preparing this study, as well as the experience gained 

in the collection of data allows us to suggest some proposals for further 

investigations to develop this topic. 

Accordingly, we suggest to analyze the differences in the lengths of the 

circumferences in the areas of the swimmers body in two different conditions, (i) 

the swimmer at rest and (ii) after an intensive exercise, and observe the influence 

that these swimsuits may have in this situation. 

The analysis of the Pa and Pd of the swimmer with these swimsuits on would 

also be an asset that would enable the comparison of the effects of compression 

and its anthropological measures over hydrodynamic drag. 
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